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Results – Probability of LOMO
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Conclusions
• Alternative 1 provides significant improvement in 
the LOC risk
– However, no improvement to LOMOrisk
– Alternative 2 adds additional LOC improvement to LOC 
risk, and all but eliminates it from LOMO consideration
• Leakage responsible for ~45% of the LOC & LOMO
risk
– Determined another single assembly within the 
subsystem was the main cause of the remaining risk
• Risk mostly driven by a single component type!
• Surprise to NASA engineering
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Summary
• Presented a trade study example of Risk‐
Informed Design
• NASA engineering used results to influence 
design. 
– Offending component of the unexpected risk 
removed from the design and replaced with 
different design 
• Probability of LOC/LOM for this subsystem still 
in trade against mass/schedule impact
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